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'In an unusual housecleaning
mood, the student senate voted
last Wednesday to clear all the old
Les Bois yearbooks out of SUB
closets and distribute them free in
the Student Union lobby. Beginning February 1, a collection of
both the ,19n and 1978 annuals
will be placed on open tables for
all takers.
'
senator Paul Rumsey sponsored
the move to get the yearbooks off
the ASBSU's hands, considering
there will be no risk tosates, since
. the yearbook has been discontinued. There had been some debate
over whether to sell the books at a
"greatly reduced" rate, and the
decision to distribute them free
was, not unanimous.
@
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CO PUlERS ON A CHIP: Heralding A Brave New

arId?

more efficiently.
Our revolution
cise 'control of .alr-tuet mixtures
the world's most advanced compuin cars by the mid-1980s. There Is
ampllfles the ability to handle
ter, are fantasies. But they also
and timing which will allow the
just no other way of doing it,"
information,"
he says.
best possible fuel economy and the
express the fear of Intellectual
Hinkfeman states.
AlreadY,according
to governlowest emissions.
_
inadequacy that humans feel beOthers think the impact will be
"It is quite clear that the whole
ment researchers like Mark Porat
fore immensely complex electronic
even more far reaching. Dr. Les
bet of the American automotive
of the Department of commerce's
objects.
Earnest, the associate director of
industry In meeting the 1980
Office of Telecommunications, we
Stanford
University's
Artificial
TIle number of these objects
standards for fuel efficiency rests
are living in an "lnformatlon around us has risen dramatically .
Intelligence Project, says "microwith microprocessor control inyeneconomy." Porat's data indicates
processor technology is going to
Many Americans find themselves
that around 1955, Informationtions," states Tom Hlnklernan,
change the way in which people
performing everyday tasks with
related jobs surpassed manufacvice-president of California-based
communicate and it will facilitate
They are virtually Invisible to
the aid of tiny black boxes they
turing jobs, and information activisemiconductor 'Industry Associathem working frorn thelr homes If
the naked eye, a spider-like netknow little about. In the 19508,
ties became the dominant sector of
tion.
they choose."
work of tiny lines etched on a flake
there were no microprocessors and
the U.S. economy.
CONTINUED,
PAGE
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of silicon less than half the size of
"TIlese devices wi II be universal
only 1000 computers existed In the
As a resuftof the invention, of
your fingertip. Yet packed into
United States. By 1976, the numthe microprocessor, first produced
thesecomputers-on-a-cnlp-known
ber of computers had risen to
by two Arnerlcan high-technology
as microprocessors-Is
more com220,000 and three-quarters of a
corporations, Intel and Texas Inputing power than was possible In
million microprocessors had been
struments,
a head-long'
rush
the first large electronic computer,
produced. By 1980, the projection
toward more computerization and
EN lAC, built in 1950.
Is for more than 10, million
more automation is now taking
Today, mlcroprocessora are inmicroprocessors.
place.
vading virtually every aspect of
Behind the increase in numbers
TIle cornputer-on-a-chlp
comlife in America. TIley are changing
and applications has been a steady
bines,
such
amazing
powers
of
the way we work, play and even
decline In both the size and the
memory and computation that it
think. And a new wave of corncost of microproceSsors. Noyce _
has Immediate applications almost
puter-on-achlp
applications and
points out that the cost has fallen
everywhere: from universities to
innovations is poised on the horiby
a factor of 100 in the last
automobile engines, from corporzon. It is leadhlg Industry experts
decade, opening vast new markets
ate offices to farms, from hospitals
and social scientists', to openly
PAGE 3
for the microprocessor industry.
to satellites. Any routine work or
proclaim the dawn of a new 'social
For example,the
American
process
can
now
be
taken
over
by
revolution,
the "Information
automobile Industry, now Intends
machines controlled byapowerlul
ZEN POLITICS
Age."
,.
to
rely almost exclusively on the
microcomputer
that
has
shrunk
to
Robert Noyes, Pr'esldentof Intel
CAMPUS H0l;JSIN<; INFLATION
PAGE 4
microprocessor to meet federally
less than 1/30,000 the size of its
Corporation, the world's largest
imposed pollution standards In the
, original predecessor.
producer
of microprocessors,
19808.
TIle microprocessor revolution
argues that the development of the
LETTERS
PAGE
has come about so qUIc.kly that to
TIle new microprocessor invenmicroprocessor is equivalent to the
many, It still Is mysterious. I'v1ov- tions wiil monitor the temperature
development of the cotton gin or
les like 2001: A Space Odyssey, In
FEBRUARY CALENDAR "
PAGE
and pressure
of automoblte.
the printing press, which sparked
which an a11-seelng ,compl,lter
engines and therl provide different
earlier social revolutions: "TIle
tums on its human masters, and
controls based oncornmands from
first lridustrlai revolution involved
Demon seed, a B-movie In which , the driver to go sloWer or faster.
amplifying muscle power so that,
actress,Julie Christie Is raped by
Electronic engines will' have prethings could be physically moved
by Jon Stewart and John Markoff
[Jon Stewart is an editor of PNS.
John 'Markoff is an associate
editor. This special report was
prepared with the assistance of
reporters Christopher Paine and
Lennie Siegel, and the Ford Foundation-funded
Third Century
America project on"technglogy.]
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War on .Ja rg on Esco I a tes
(CPS)--The way University of
Cincinnati's Dr. John McCall sees
it, he's just "taking sorrie proective steps to enhance the Unlversity's output with simpler Input on
the part of faclllt8tors." In other
. words, he wants the University to
start saying What It means.
McCall Is one of a burgeoning
number of' educators who have
begun an active attack on "jargonlzatlon.", In plain English, "jargonlzation" means the use of
specialized, complicated terms for
everyday activities. Educators are
worried that such speech may
make furretlonal Illiterates out of .

tors and government officials.
While some doubt the use of
jargon can be harnessed. (Massachusetts Institute of. Technology
professor Thomas Postlewait says
fighting It Is "about as wise as the
charge of the Ught Sr/gade"),
others are optimistically taking the
first steps against jargon.
McCall has begun by leVying 25
cent fines against University of
Cincinnati administrators
and
deans who use the words "Input"
or "feedback" In other than their
accurate,technlcal meaning. Furh
'f h ff dl
d .
t ermore, I teo
en ng wor IS
on multiple copies, It results In an
additional one cent fine per copy.

stillmore people, Some even fear
that jargon could be used by
powerful special interest grolips to
That's [ust for January. ln.
"bend the truth without even
February, the targets are Improplying."
er usages of. "hopefully"
and
Thus, an uriofflcial movement to
"proactive," McCall warns.
.
stamp out jargon is taking form, .'
Mccall says his plan Is working.
and its proponents Include not
Already an administrator recessed
only English teachers, but those a meeting briefly to collect a fine
who are often most guilty of
from another administrator who
"language pollution," administrareported an "input." One dean
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sent McCall a dollar as advance
payment for four mistakes he felt
certain he would make.
McCall himself has been fined
for a sentence In a letter he
co-slgned: "It Is also worth noting
that course work 10 English as a'
second lan\}uage 18 offered for
students whose academic progress
might be enhanced by supple-
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.Proposals for Funds Due
Proposals for Title I·A Program lunds,1979-80, are due
February 15. Application materials for grants In parent
education for child/youth
development, ..continuing
education for disadvantaged populations, consumer
educatlonltralnlng, education and training lor goernment
officials, and educatlonlll resource sharing are available at
the office .of Or. Patricia Dorman 38$-3406..

Foreign StUdy
Students who wish to apply for BSU credit lor studies In
london, Cologne and Avlgnon during spring term should
submit applications by February 1 !oOr.
Penny
Schoonover, coordinator, LA 212, 385-3506.
..

Coup Iehood Workshops
Authors Richard and Batty Dee Brown wllll>e at BSU Feb.

B-9 and March 15-16 In the SUB Ballroom beginning at 9
am each day. Costs are $20 loronooossion or $30 for both.
Persons who want to take the workshops for academic
credit can pay an eddltlonal $10 at the door. Attendance at
both sessions Is requl"f.:! lor credit. Advance registration
can be sent to the BSU Social Work Department,
385-1568, or par1lclpants may sign up at the door the day
of the workshops.

Late Registration
Wednes<;lay,Jan. 31 Isthe last day to regiSter lor Spring
Somester except by petition, and the last day to add or
drop courses or change from audit to credit without
consent of Instructor.

Washington's Birthday
Boise State will be closed Monday, Feb. 19, lor George
Washlngtor\'s birthday holiday. For further Inlormatlon,
lJO{ltactthe Personnel Department, 1616.

Summer Internships
The Idaho Department of Administration will place 12
college students In the 1979 Governor's Summer
Internship Program June .11-August 6. Those BSU
Bludentslnterested In applying for the state program may
contact the BSU Honors Program, room 406-G of the
library, 385-1122. Application forms Will b& available In
mld-February, and deadline for applying Is April 6 ..

Wright Poetry Series
The third reading In a Yflllf-iong serlea honoring the late
Charles David Wright, poet and professor of Engtlsh at
BSU, will feature poets Jim Heynen and Carol Bangs,
Wednesday, Feb. 14 at the Boise Gallery of Art. and
Thursday, Feb. 15, In the SUB lookout Room. Both
readings will begin at 8 pm.

1

Home computer terminals, he
says, will be common and will
make it possible for people to gain
accessto a wide range of informer
tlon services through electronic
communication networks. "These
will be used for many kinds of
interaction. Electronic newspapers
and even classified ads will be
available in the home," he says.'
Working at computer terminals
is already widespread in the high
technology IndustrieS. The ratio of
computers to engineers at rntel is
now nearly one-to-one, according
to Nouce, and he feels that It will
ultimately rise far above that.
. Earnest says that one of. the
dominant uses of the horne computer"in the next ten years is likely to
be electronic mail. He already gets
an average of 25 messages a day'
. on his computer terminal from

Trumpet Recital
Music Education major Timothy A. Dulaney will give' a
senior trumpet recital Wednesday, Jan. 31 at 8:15 pm In ;
the Music Auditorium. Also appearing on the program, to
which the public Is Invited free of cha:ge, will be linda
. Yordy, flutist, and percussionist Molly Wisdom.

their
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Doublespeak
to ~prominent jargon-

users.
President Carter has also asked
government officials to write their
documents in clear language. U.S.
Education Commissioner Ernest
Boyer is keeping the faith by
conducting clear-writing seminars
for key staff members.
The :nan who popularized this
war on jargon, broadcaster Edwin
Newman, Is stili reportedly booked
months In advance in his natlonwide lecturing tour. Newman, who
wrote two books on the subject,
speaks, of course.Lon
the
langU~g~.
.
@

communicative

Meanwhile,
the New York
reports that the National
Council of' Teachers of English
operates a thriving Committee on
Public Doublespeak. The Commlttee urges Its members to watch
their own language, as well as that
of their students: ~e N.CTE also

Times

,

.

CONTINUED
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resear~h colleagues around the
world through a Department of
Defense computer network.
"What will happen Is that
various computer centers will have
a mall service In the future. You
_ will say, 'my mailbox Is In such
and such a computer' and people
who want to leave you mail will
cail up that computer from their
terminal. You will be able to log In
with your computer to see which
messages have been left," he
states.:
He also feels that America is on
the verge of a great mushrooming
of computer Information services
for the home.
".
"Right now there are a large.
number of people with home
computers but these devices do
not, for the most part, connect
with telephone lines. Rather they
do self-contained operations, like
playing games and helping to
calculate income tax.
"Within. several years there will
be a- flowering of competition to
'offer Information services of .varlous Sorts news services the latest
televislo~ listings. Y~u'i1 have
. little fly-by"night storefront operatlons that will put up a servlce on
a small comp.uter and' make It
available at a' reasonable price."
Noyce argues that the ultimate
consequenceof the proliferation of
microprocessors may be to make
cities less Important: "The consequence of the microprocessor is
that the ready availability of
information that now largely exists
In the city can be dispersed."

",

But shadowing the bright future
that microprocessor advocates en.vision are expected bitter struggles over the. massive displacement of jobs :they are sure fo
cause.
In Western Europe and Amerlea, union members, Industrialists
and politicians are already fighting
over the outright destruction of
entire occupations by mlcroprocessor aided automation.
In West Germany the Introduction of the microprocessor has
already caused widespread layoffs
in industries making teleprinters,
sewing machines, and cash registers. And in the well established
clock industry,. employment has
been ~ut almost m half In less than
eight years through compotitlon
with less costly electronic clocks
and watches.
.
At Volkswa~en, despite the
current boom in aut0;S8les, ~no
extra workers are bemg hired.
because of the introduction of 70
robots at one large plant.
. Ind~stry, as might ~ ~xpected, ..
Istakmg an optimistic view of all
these chanqes: "Whether we see
the Widespread changes that. are
taking place In the Arrerlcan
worl<rJlaceas positive or negative
in their ~ffects del??nds on whose
ox Isbemg gored, says Industry
lobbyist Hinkleman.
. "It also depends on how long a
view one takes. Nobody misses t~e
blacksmith or the buggywhlp
manufacturer. Today they have no
real PI~"~e
have to take the
longer view.

Counselors Available Evenings
BoIse Slate University counselors will bO available for
evening appointments Monday, Wednesday and Thursday nights. Students may consult with counselora free of
charge on personal problems and career plans. The center
Is located In room 247 of the BSU lIbr;lrY, tolephone
385-1601.
:
'

~

Tax Course by BSU,Statesman
Want relief from pUZZling tax questions? Sort the mytha
from the realities oftaxatlon and earn college credit at the
same time In a Boise StateUnlverelty
course by
newspaper. This home Bludy program Is ollered
cooperatively by The Idaho Statesman and BSU starting
Jan. 30. For mor!! Information call the BSU Ollice of
Continuing Education, 385-3293.

New Telephone System
A new telephone system will be Installed at BSU Feb. 12.
All faculty and Blall members are asked to attend one of
the training sessions which will be conducted Feb. 5, 6
and 9 In the SUB senate Chambers, Feb. 7 In the SUB
Clearwater Room and Feb. Sin the SUB Nez Perce Room.
Sessions will last about one hour and will be given at 8:30
and 10:30 am, 1:30 and 3 pm. Ait faculty and stall
members are asked to attood one of thebe sessions as
everyone will be alllll'led by the telephorle changeover.
Contact the follOWing counselors to sign up for a training
session:
.
.
Debbie Eardley, Arts & Sciences, 1416
Mary Cozine, Education, 1601
.
Mike Henthorne,Student Union, 3793
Viola Slebin1, Personnel Olllce, 1616
Jackie Cassell, President's Olllce, 1491
JUdi Miller, lIbrary,1534
Margene Muller, Health SCIences, 3900
Mary Smith. School of. Business, 1125
Doris Butler. Vocational Technical, 1506
linda Turner, Varalty Cefiler, 1288

e
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II
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Announcements
BSU announcements will be prInted In the ArbIter on a
wtiekly basis to Inform BlUdents, faculty, and staff about
Important dat811and events. Departments or Indlvlduald
who would like to submit material for the column should
submit It to the Information 8::rvlces office •.·Ad.123,
385-1562, beforll Thursday of:each weak..
. .

Information for this space is pr()vided by the Office' of
Information services, Ad ..Bldg., Rm 123, or: phone 385-1562
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by Richard Smith
Briefs of national and international
news not reported in Boise's local
printed media.
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Rest

1/23/79
More companies encourage
"Van-pooling for employees with
company vans. So far at least 150
companies provide van-pools, In~
eluding 3M, Conoco,· Nabisco,
MW, Chrysler, Prudential, Allstate, General Mills, and the TVA.
Average cost to the employee:
1/25179
for'4O miles round
worKshops for the blind which . $3O-4O/month
are supposed to be charities, are trip.
actually wage-exploiting,
taxevading operations mostly benefit. p 0411!11111>
tlng their executives. For exam1/19/79
pie, Industries for the Blind in
Michael Townley testified that
New York pays Its employees he was ordered by Chile's former
$1.851 hour, with government apsecret police chief to assassinate
proval.
Executives
receive
Leteller.
$5O,OOO/year
plus benefits.
A tiny hard-line Zionist minority
in Jsrael thinks even !3egln has
1/24/79
gone too' far In the peace talks.
Although attempts have been SymboliZed by ~Ia
Cohen, they
made to unionize workshops for S<.\Y any land mentioned as theirs
the blind, few have yet been In the Bible Is theirs.
successful. Workshops which try
Deputy Prime MlnlsterLi
to pay at least minimum wage plus Hslen-nlen visited Pakistan to
fringe benefits have trouble com- bolster ties in view of Increased
petlng with "slave labor" work- Soviet influence In Afghanistan.
shops. Companies Involved 'In
In Iran the deputy commander
contracts with workshops for the . of NATO has been visiting for 2
blind Include AT&T, GEand, most weeks, telling old friends in the
extensively Proctor & Gamble.
Iranian military that the U.S. Is

PARAQUAT
(CPS)-After a long effort, the
But.it would only start smelling if
United States has developed ,a the paraquat-laced pot makes It to
chemical extract of orange peel to
the consumer within six weeks of
mix with the paraquat now being
being sprayed.
sprayed on Mexican marijuana
That has the National Organlzafields. The foul-smelling .sub- .tlon for the Reform of Marijuana
stance would, according to theory,
Laws (NORML) worried. NORM!..
help consumers of marijuana
estimates some marijuana Is
determine If their product' had stored for months before It Is
been contaminated with paraquat.
ultimately sola to consumers. In
such cases the chemical would not
AccOrdhig to ZQdiac News serwork and the consumer, NORML
Vice, Dr. Walter Gentner of the
points out, .coutd. not teil If a
U.S. Dept. of Agriculrure saYsthe
contaminated pot would smell as . marijuana sample carried traces of
paraquat.
_
@
soon as It was heated or burned.
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opposed to any military coup.
Rhodesia has ruled out ariy role
for Britain in any future Internal
settlement.
EPA's new tactics include 'flexibility" for manufacturers In determining their own methods of
pollution control. The "bubble"
concept (see 1/4/79), and "auctioning"
permits which would
allow companies buying them to
pollute with certain chemicals if
I

they had cleaned up more of other
chemicals than standards require.
The American . Farm Bureau
Federation, nation's largest farm
organization, rejects any increase
in U.S. grain subsidies. Reason:
more farmers are vertically Integrating, using their own grain
supplies to raise their own livestock, thus finding themselves on
both ends of the stick.
The GAO has established a free

tI

hotllne for taxpayers to alert it to
fraud and waste in government.
A slide presentation on bysslnosis among textile workers has been
withdrawn in N. Carolina after the
union noted It was inadequate. For
example, it indicated that 5% of
textile workers are affected by
byssinosts . when the figure is
closer to 18%.

I·
CONTINUED

PAGE

San Antonio, TX(CPS)- Though
the Carter administration began
its program to deport Iranian
citizens studying In the U.S. In
anger over the Jan. 2 violent
demonstration at Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavl's mother's Beverly' Hills horne, the only subsequent deportation action to date
has been against a student at San
Antonio College.
. Hosseln Jahanfar, 29, Is suspected of participating In the
Beverly Hills riot, In which 35
were hurt and eight were arrested ..
Jahanfar was Jailed' on $40,000·
. bond after leading a peaceful

protest march on Jan. 17 to the
Alamo, in San Antonio. The
marchers were jeered at along the
way by students and local resleentato whom Jahanfar retorted
through a bullhorn, "Help us stop
the shah from coming to the
United States. "Immediately
afterward, the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS)

Complete
servicing
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BOISE BOOK FARM
scarce,

& Records .
826 MaIn St., Old Alexanders Bldg, 342-6909

repair, hot wax,
while you wait

o Free lessons

I

Supplement Your Class Needs.
Term Paper
Material from Art to Zoology. Old,
rare
and Llke NeW Books, Paper Backs, magazines

Boots

on waxes

!

I

o Epoke, Asnes, Tappen,
Trucker & Mica Skis
G

i
I

arrested him, saying his visa
expired Dec. 31,and that he had
not re-enrolled for this semester at
San Antonio College.
\/\/hlle Jahanfar Is the· first
arrested for deportation since the
California disturbance, the Carter
administration has tried to deport

Come to the most complete cross country ski
shop in Boise. (We do not carry downhill skis.]
Stitched

7

u.s. Moves to Deport Iranian Student

Cross Country Skiers

o Norrona

3

and

tor.renters

Come In 'and talk with us,
We've skied for years. Our enthuslasm
Is contaglousl

free
delivery
or
take out
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'Inflation Takes
Toll 0 n Housing Fees
Inflation, utility Increases, and
maintenance costs are to blame for
a10percentrlseindormitoryfees
for next year, said Student Resldentlal Ute director Susan Mltcneu, "We've. been In a catch-up
situation fot the last two or three
years - Inflation has exceeded our
I~~
and we've fallen behmd.
The increase was approved by
the State Board of Education last
. week. Cost of a double room with a
2O-meal-per-week board plan, the
most common situation, was set at
$1500, as compared to $1365 this
year. Most other increases are in
the 9% -12% area. The same
, action also resulted in a roughly
seven per cent rise In married
student housing, about even with
the lowest rate of inflation this
year.
Mitchel also noted size of the
enrollment at BSU added uncertainty to the Residential Ufe
office's ability to operate on the
present "no-frills" budget, even

'

orrCompus
Pat
Choose From
Our Selection of
Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings '
Pendants
and much more

'SA'!S

31,
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it were slightly cheaper; he opted
for the dorm.
In fact, Mitchell doesn't see the
increase as affecting the number
of housing applications for next
year. "The cost of trying to find

accommodations close to the campus Is really going, up," she said
"and the dorm is stili going to be ~
lot of people's choice."
@

e

by Patrick Cox
or republlc in question behind and
Doth the eagle mount up at thy
The Zen master Doshln said:
emigrating to politically undevelcommand, and make her nest on
'The wise man does nothing; the
.
oped regions. This Is the first time
fool ties himself up. ' The devotee high?
Job 39:26-7
in history that there is no longer a,
asked: "But how Is the wise man
If this seems llkean esoteric
polltlcal frontier. The pioneer
to effect remedy of Imperfection?"
Master Doshln replied: "The body . way to start a political column, it Is spirit no longer has that safety
with reason. The reason Is that
valve; there's no place to run. The
does not hea!' nor does the 'land
human beings often become so
stearn Is bottled up and thinqsare
bring forth fruit because of proclaentangled in the affairs of human
about to change.
mation.
beings, they tend to fOlget the
The Zen master Doshln exDoth the hawk fly by thy
bigger picture. Contrary to pres- . pressed a political philosophy still
wisdom, and stretch her wings
ent fad among sociologists, it is 'evident. The real world is evidence
toward the south?,
I··_·,_,·_·_' .....,__ ··_"_··_"~ nota new problem brought about that the non-action of Zen is a
by technology.
scientific fact. Somehow, even
If the sociolqgistswould step
without central planning, the
,I
world has survived. Plant and
YES INSIDE THE;'
' back and 'look at the bigger
SNACKBAR FEB, 6th
" picture, they would see that 'animal me is sti!f doing· well
man's
interference.
DON'T MiSS IT!
. mankind has never reached any despite
concensus that led to any degree
Human technoloyy has come a
1,._. _ . - .... _ .._ .._,._., ...
of planned success. Even the
long way despite help trom culnative American Indian, often
tures that are judged more by the
represented as a nobler man, was wars they fight than the space
prone to murder, sexism, thelvery
between wars.
and all the normal excesses.
Is there really cause for conActually, history is rather gruB- cern? 0:> the believers in lndivlsome stuff. In the light of past dualism really have a valid comfailures of central planning, one plaint or are they imagining thai
wonders why those that are in
George Orwell's 1984 has come
authority even bother to try. But
five years early?
then again, I guess that you get
Consider: right here In our little
authority by promising to try.
town, the government is dictating
In the past, when public ser- to a mother concernlnq her right to
vantsgotoutofhand,onehadthe
CONTINUED
PAGE
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good df)al of the department's
money, she pointed out, comes
(..(J M. ~T6.l?
from student fees. If enrollment
drops and that money is reduced
the department may have to cui
down 'on maintenance spending.
"There are some absolute nacesslttes In there that are going to be
very costly,"
Mitchell
said. "Things like repairing roofs and
replacing ceilings ... We feel we
have the fees right now at the
place where we can maintain the
buildings adequately and still keep
just below the market price for
off-campus housing, which Isreally
pretty much our philosophy."
Several dormitory students, upon
parlson to overall Inflation. The
first learning of the Increase, said
convenience of the dorm location
it could affect their decision
also made a difference. One
whether to continue living In the
studerit, at first shocked by the
dorms or to move off campus.
increase, was asked if he would
many felt it could be less expenlive over 1V2 miles from campus If
sive to live off campus, especially
"if you got three or four people
together." Some though, felt the
Increase was reasonable In com-
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BSU

by Melody Chord
Soon BSU will be splashed with
posters, flyers and propaganda,
announcing the upcoming Miss
BSU contest. Last year there was'
hardly any mention of the contest
and it sort of blew over, according,
to Glade Williams, ASBSU Public
Relations worker. He attributes
that to the poor preparation and

Is

poor handling of the contest.
"This year the contest will be run
more like a variety show," noted
Williams, nothing like last year's
contest which he said was "blase,"
Audiences as well as contestants
are promised to be refreshed with
the show on April 14, which will
include guest stars and singers.
Drawing no money from the
ASBSU budget; the contest will be
totally funded by community support. Williams feels this will be
posslbte because neither Miss
Idaho nor Miss Boise reside within
the immediate area, so there will
be a large demand for Miss BSU.
Girls will soon start attending

IS

Ag a i n

On

meetings preliminary to the con:
test. They will have approximately
two months to prepare their talent
and arrange a' wardrobe.
Judges from outside the Boise
Area will be evaluating the girls
through Interviews held the night
before, evening gown competition,
swimsuit competition and their
talent competition.
Talent will
account for half the points, Williams pointeo out.
The newly elected Miss BSU will
• be the official hostess for BSU.
This will Involve a lot of PR work.
She will travel as a representative
of BSU to other colleges and
universities, speaking with pros-

pectlve BSU students at local high
schools and participating In varIous community activities.
To the knowledge of Williams'
there Is no position comparable to
Miss BSU for men on campus,
"because they don't look that
good In a. swimming suit" he
reasoned. More seriously, he contlnued, "the guys don't go for It.
.There are other contests like that,
say the Mr America contest or Mr.
Universe. If the guys showed an
Interest iii It there could be one."
"I see this as a good opportunity
for girls to gain experience, for;
girls who are not In athletics to
compete," Williams concluded.

@

SALLY THOMAS

Bills, bills, and more bills.
You've heard that cry before, but
this one came from the student
senate meeting January 24, 1979.
Among other business Items
during the meeting, the .senate
held their third reaclnq of Bills #8,
#9, #11, and Constitutional
Amendment #5. All bills were
passed as read.
Senator, Don Bernasconi, having
resigned from the academic grievance board, was replaced by
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senator Paul Rumsey as appointed
by vice president Botlmer. other
, appointments included J.D. Finley
and Paul Klott, to the Treasurer
selection board committee.
KSBU's manager, DaveSchwartz,
came before the senate and requested a.transfer of $600.00 from
the KBSU service award budget to
theirg~f.leral fund budget. These
, funds would then be used to hire
an engineer to come in and inspect
thelr equlprnentThe request was

granted by a vote of 13-0-0.
Senator Rumsey wanted to do a
little closet cleaning, as he moved
that the senate dispose of all extra
Lew Bois yearbooks. The motion '
carried by a vote 'of 9-4.
Also Included In the meeting was
a report by president Rob'Perez on
the State Board of Education.
Before the meeting was called to
order, Steve Buckner was sworn In
as the school of arts and sciences
senator. '
@ .
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THE UNIVERSITY ARBITER Is published weekly by the Bolse State
Unilwrslty Community News Service
throughout the rogular dcademlc year
except during finals weeks and holidays
by students of BoIse state University.
Offices are located on the 2nd floor 01
the SUB, and office hours are 8:00 am
to 5:00 pm, Mondays thru Fridays.
Phona (208) 385-1484. Articles and
advertising are solicited lor the publica',\
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UNIVERSITY ARBITER subscribes to College Press Service, Pacific
News Service, and UnlversaJ Press Syndicate.

Articles and letters-to-the-edltor' must
be oubmltted to THE UNIVERSITY
ARBITER olllce prior to 5:00 pm each
,Friday lor possible publication In the
lollowlng week's Issue. All submissions
must be typewritten, double spaces,
and bear the author's name, address,
phone number and signature, and be
1000IblywrlttOl1.
letterll-to-thlKldltor
must not exceed
200 words In longtll. Avoid theological
debat93, especially those advocating or
crltlclzJng a particular denomination.
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This may' be the answer.
Move into one of our 2-bedroom
Apartments.
Furnished, $255/010
Unfurnished, $225/010
*All Utillti'eslncluded*Laundry
Facilities
·Off-street Parking
call 336-1656 during the day or
345-4745 after 4:30pm and make an
appointment to see' one of these
lovely apartments.
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Authors to lead
Couplehood Workshop
Authors Richard and Betty Dee
Brown will be at Boise State
University in February and March
to lead a special two-part workshop on "Couplehood"
and
"Family."
The first session on
"Couplehood"
will be held Feb.
8-9, and the second part on
"Family"
will run March 15-16.
The workshops will be In the BSU
Student Union Ballroom beginning
at 9 am each day. Costs are $20 for
seperate workshops. or $30 for
both.
The Browns are co-authors of the
, books I Deserve More and I Can I
Will. Both are psychotherapists
who now live and practice in the
Sun Valley area. ,In' the first
workshop they will talk about how
human needs, feelings, behavior
and gratification are related, and
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Student
Exchange

then explain theories and techniques of marital counseling. In
the second workshop they will
lecture on the purpose, goals and
limitations of family systems and
the techniques of family therapy.
Both workshops
will feature
•'feedbaCk sessions" where participants can practice the theories
.and techniques covered In the
lectures.
Persons who want to take the
workshops for credit can pay an ,
additional $10 at the door. Attendance at both sessions Is required
for credit. Advance registration
can be sent to the BSU Social
Work Department,
phone 3851568. Participants can also sign up
at the door the day of the
workshops.

Students interested In attending
, college somewhere else in the
United States for a year can apply
to the National Student Exchange
this week, according to student
coordinator Brenda Freeman. The
NSE can entitle a student to go to
any of 45 cOlleges and universities
during the 1979-80 academic year
without paying additional or outof-state fees.
Twenty-five Boise State students
are now at other campuses under
the NSE program, Freeman noted,
and BSU is hosting 15 students
from other universities.
.~
To qualify for the program, a
student should have full-time status, be a sophomore or junior
during the exchange, and have a
2.5 or higher grade point average,
Apptlcatlons can be gotten In the
NSE office, room 206 of the SUB,
phone $1280.
@

Make your
own buttons!
Virtually anyone can make
high quality, professional badges
and up to 250% in profits with
the new Super Badger - a great
profit maker and super fund-raiser!
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keep her own children because she
has epilepsy.
Consider: Steve
Little, a young boy from Texas,
will die without a kidney transplant, but the government will not
allow his sister to be the donor
because she is mongoloid and
supposedly Incapable of the decision. The courts have also deemed
Thomas and Margaret little incapable of deciding, even though
. _ they are the parents of both
children.
A lawyer has been
appointed to make her decisions .
. The gpvernment will .determine

whether Steve will live or die.
Wyoming has decided that its
highways should have a 65 mile
_per hour speed limit. The federal
government says that If they don't
abide by the 55 MPH limit, the
faderalgovernment
will not grant
the state the' highway funds that
carne from Wyoming to. begin
with. In another time, that was
called a protection
racket ... or
blackmail.
The poor are given food stamps,
on the assumption that they don't
. know how to spend money In a
mentally healthy way. It is against
the law to import kangaroo meat.
. Can you dig it?· Somebody out

I-"::::::~Bui Id Spirit ..:Jnform-.J,

HUGO BURGER,

Could you be
a nuclear expert?

SIR?
CHOW MOW

DMfEINNS

i 905 Broadway

(If so, you could earn more than
$650 a month

1273 S. Orchard

your Senior year.)

Even if you're a Junior engineering or
physical science major, it's not too early to
start thinking about your career. And if you
think you've got what it takes to become
an expert in nuclear power, the Navy has
a special program you should look Into
right away.
,. Why right away? Because if you're selected, we'll pay you more than $500 a
month during your Senior year. (If you are
presently a Senior, you can still join the

.proqrarn.)
What then? After graduation, you'll get
nuclear training from the men who run,
more than 70% of the nuclear reactors in
the country- Navy men And an opportunity to apply that training in the, Navy's
nuclear-powered fleet:
Only about 200 men will be chosen
for this program this year. So, if you're interested. call us.

there Is protecting
you from
kangaroo meat. Apparently some
far-sighted beef farmer decided
that limiting the Import of Inexpensive Australian beet was not
enough monopoly control for the
cattle Industry to be. safe, they
banned kangaroo meat! It's just
too 'much.
language, music and art seem
to do all right without a senate
committee to help them along.
What makes economic matters any
different? The President, In his
State of the Union Address, recog;
• nized the benefits of airline deregulation while promoting hospital
regulation. Scientists are finding
, out that we need. wolves to keep
. the ecology functioning. It seems
that even forest fires will control
themselves if men will keep their
hands out of the process and let
little fires form natural blocks to
the large fires that have begun to
threaten the west annually.
We live in an interesting time.
The frontier Is gone. Informational
technology Is developed to unpredlcted heights. The pioneer spirit
has no place to go. People are
choosing up sides and the outcome
is far from clear,
,@
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at very
reasonable
prices.

The Navy Officer Info. Team
will be on C:.an1PUS
5 - 8 February 1979
9:00 to 4:00, dally
in the SUB LDbby.
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Be someone special ,
in the Nuclear Navy.
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Exxon mildly objected to a
World Bank all development program of $1.5 billion/year claiming
the only obstacle to drilling II)
Third World countries is political
Instability. The Bank said unless
something Is donethe cost of oil
imports for developing nations will
triple from $14 billion In '75 to $38
billion In '85.
1/18/79
.
Carter's budget provldes for no
new space explorations. SCientists
want more missions to Mars,
totalling $3.25 billion in cost.
- A lawsuit has been flied to keep
California universities from developing labor-saving agriCUltural
machinery. The union cites jobs
lost in tomato harvesting with no
accompanying price reductions.
.
1/17/79
A scientist from.the Jet Propulsion lab says Mars' north polar
cap is composedof water, its south
cap of dry ice.

1/16/79
Archeological digging at a site
in Syria now known to be the 4500
year old city of Ebla has provided a
wealth of artifacts and writings.
Clay tablets include listings for 60
different professions, diplomats'
travel expense accounts, a 3000
word dictionary. The city had
30,000 residents of whom 11,700
were civil servants reigning avera
kingdom of 260,000 people. Strong
sJmilarities with place names In
Genesis suggest the Hebrews may
have been a tribe of Syrians.
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A survey by a Columbia psychology professor shows a happy
childhood is no guarantee for a
happy adulthood. Main contributlons to happiness seem to. be a
life-long quest, love, and social
ties. Liberal religious people such
as Unitarians are happier than
conservative fundamentalist rellglous people, but people with
strong religious feelings are no
happier than those wIthout.
A spacecraft called the Intemational Sun-Earth Explorer, ISEE,
is now orbiting not the Earth but a
point between the earth and sun
where their gravities cancel out. In
this orbit ISEE is exposed constantly to the sun, the object of its
study. ,

1/15/79
China Is attempting to draw up a
legal code.
Jordan and the PLO are beginning to communicate again after 8
years of silence..
The supersonic Concorde has
begun flights to Dallas, faced with
no protest.
The Office of Technology
Assessment, a congressional research body, has given top priority
to stUdying the "Impact of technology on the water supply and the
role of technology on the food
supply."
China, with Japarrese technical
assistance, Is working on speeding
up 'its rail service on 3800-mllelong lines emanating from Peking.
SCrap metal is an $18 billion
Industry. Half of U.S. scrap Iron
and steel goes to, Japan arid W.

........
"'l1lI........

,

... ,

Europe. Percentages' of energy
saved by recycling are: copper87%, aluminu~96%,
1ead-63%,
zin0-63%, and paper-70%. Demand has plateaued, however.
One reason: It costs 70% more to
ship scrap than primary .metal.
1/14/79 '
Sugar subsidies encourage a
surplus production of sugar which
is presently straining the governmerit's storage capacity.
Garbage recycling Is now provIng economical for the dense New
YorkGity metropolitan area. Overfilled landfills had begun leaching
into the surrounding soil. Trucks
were losing time driving over the
bumps. Now all solid waste is
converted into energy or used
otherwise.
1/13/79
Total cost estimates for cruise
missiles have quadrupled in a year
to $10 million each.
Carter's budget calls for a 3%
cut in FBI personnel.
~
1/17/79
Chinese archeologists have
found a 400,000 year old tooth
from an "ape-man." Found at the
same site were remains of a tiger,
....
;..~. h
hi
goat
uccu , orse, r noceros, ox"
plqandporcuplne.
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EPA stopped construction of a impair nervous and mental ablllproposed Eastport, MaIne 011 reties in infants when administered
finery becauseot the threat to rare
to women in labOr and deliVery, .
bald eagles liVing nearby.
according to a 7-year study at the
Taiwan has banned foreign
U. of Florida.
news reports of China's overtures
The U,S. Fish & Wildlife serfor economic links.
vice and the TVA 'transplanted 16
Bubonic plague hits Kenya with
snail darters from the Hiwasee
10 fatalities.
River to the Holston River.
. Amish chiefs have refused to
Tanzania's economy seems too
immunize 300 members of their
weak to sustain mobilization of
community In Franklin County,
troops against Uganda's invasion.
PA, despite a suspected polio
Demand In U.S. for experts In
case.
Chinese law multiplies. Ironically,
The Inter-American Worker's
the Chinese themselves have tra'Organization . (ORIn, including
ditlonally
viewed lawyers as
the AFL-CIO, has postponed a opprobrious, and the law itself Is
boycott of Chile's products befragmented.
.
causethe junta has relexed restrlc1/15/79
tions against unions. Negotiations
Major industries are mounting a
between ORIT and the junta have
hard drive to dilute the Clean Air
been catalyzed by Peter Grace,
Act.
president of W,R. Grace, once a
cambodian soldiers have bemajor Investor in Peru and Chile.
come suddanlyfriendly
to the
Grace's role and allegations of
Thais at their border.
past CIA manipulation have made '1/14/79
the ORlrsuspect among indepen- .
Harold Brown has recommenddent Latin-American unions.
ed focusing our missiles on millPain-Idlling drugs and anesthe- tary targets as well as on econtic Inhalants, especially the latter
omic targets in. the USSR.
have been found to significantly
4
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against Mashl,;saylng Mashl had
.
been forced to drop the course
only because the ·INS kept him In
CONTINUED
FROM
PAGE
3 jail 12 days without a hearing.
Iranians-especlaJly .tnose study-'
Immigration laws, the Court said,
Ing .in Texas-before.
Were not designed, to deport
Last year, for example, the INS ·foreign students"ln the middle. of
had the Houston police-arrest one
a diligent and successful college
Medhi Mashi, a student at Galvescareer because they are forced to
ton College, for demonstrating
drop one course In the final weeks
without a permit. Mashi's jail stay
of one semester."
forced his absence from class, and
Some of the Iranians, moreover,
he eventually had to drop a
leave the U.S.. to go on to bigger
four-credit physics course. But as
things. Ibraham Yazdi, a former
a result, Mashi passed fewer than
professor at Baylor University at
12 credits that semester, and thus . Waco, is reported to be in line for
was subject to deportation.
a high-level position In theprovlOn, Dec. 11, though, the Fifth
sional government Ayatollah
U.S. Circuit Court. of Appeals
Khomelnl Is expected to establish
reversed the deportation order
this week.
.
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HAT'S,IN A NA E?
Take 0UT'l for instance. One of the oldest and most
respected names in the jewelry business in Boise. When
Francis Call opened his first store his goal was to offer the '
best diamond values in town - and an easy payment plan
designed 00 that YOU!1S ~Ies
just starting out would still
be a"ble to buy the diamonil of their dreams. Those go$
haven't changed a bit over the years. Discover for yourself
why more people buy their diamonds from Call Jewelers.

_ Your
Choice

Fancy shape diamond sal;
itaire sets. Elegant mar-
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heart.

y pear sha~·
diamond in 14 let gold.

••DIAMOND SPECIALISTS"
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The Meaning of the University:

vldeS weekly spece to the presIdent and, to other government
leaders In a section called ASBSU .
The 'polltlcal show Is set In at that communication appears to be Speaks Out. More often than not,
the column has appeared only
least two scenes: back home and lacking.oln this week's Letters to
after the editor of the paper called
the political front. The two scenes the Editor section of the Arbiter, it
may provide a "whole new ball
are always staged in places far
is rightly pointed out that Presi- to the ASBSU asking for the copy
by David P. Torbet, Ph.D.
distant from one another, a disdent Rob Perez put together an and extending the deadline in
game."
Counseling & Testing Center
Informational pamphlet concern- order.that the BSU .student body
tance sometimes measured In
Having sought escape by false
could
be
Informed.
The
Public
'.1 wish I had not said I would do
ing
the
1%
issue,
and
that
he
did
miles but more often measured in
humility and Windy circumlocuRelations
,Department
certainly
this.
It
has
made
me
miserable
for
so during the summer of '78. But
attitudes. All political figures distion, and having exhausted or
it seems I have not been able, for
how many members of _the BSU has served In no great capacity as
cover _that they must, In fact,
nearly so the Words alloted me I
a
vehicle
of
communication
want
of
ability,
to
isolate
a
clear
student
body,
aside
from
the
somehow deal with this factor of
will, armed with ellipsis, cre;;;te
between
the
elected
and
the
strand
of
thought
that
could
comparative handful in student
their political existence; they must
my own Meaning ot a University.
develop a bright andvlslble idea
government, ever -knew-or yet electors; functioning mainly Ina
both remain "at home"and "on
promotional
capacity
for
weekly.
forthe
Meaning
of.
a
University.
.
A University should hew to its
know-about either the effort or
the scene." FOR, with his fireside
The rontemplatlon of this selfname and so have as its subject aI I
the pamp,hlet? The ASBSU Sen- films or other entertainment.
chats attempted to bridge the
Inflicted misery further-burdened
that is of the Universe, and as
ate, under the leadership of Mike Otherthan these two highly visible
distance; Frank Church bombards
the modicum of' my avaUable recipients of Its products all that
laTour, organized and carried out , means 'of communication, there
the Idaho media with sometimes
Intelligence and induced an even ' are imbued with the will to grow
an anti-1 % rally on the Statehouse must be several dozen routes
thrice weekly missiles in his
,greater threat, to me-that of
and learn. It should be alive like
steps this last fall. The ASBSU available to ASBSU leaders,
attempts at covering the distance.
should they want to communicate.
becoming an Anglo-Saxon equivathe living that attend it, always
Other political personages have Public Relations Department did
lent of a donkey. .
subject to stress, alwayschalnothing to inform the student body To all appearances, however, they
chosen -to ignore, to a greater or
A psychological Insight, a philolenged by problems, and always
ofthe event before it happened in have chosen not to do.so; a choice
lesser degree, the existence of this
that leaves the general student
sophical Intuition, an artistic inharnessed with' responsibility. In
order to allow participation, nor
distance; their names go oowntn
body to Its own interpretation of its
splratlon, a gambling hunch, or
our short lives it Is impossible to
history-if at all-as unresponsive did the PRejepartment broadcast
leaders. It seems absurd for the - - whatever, your preference might
experience everything, but such
of Ineffective leaders. The ques- any information after the fact.
be to designate the phenomenon, oimpossibilities can be realized in
Most of the students on the student leaders to cry foul if now
tion is not, does F. Church overdo
the student body considers the
came to me while observing a
the great lives and Ideas In
It? The question is one of commu- campus when asked about the 1%
ASBSU
a do-nothing,
unsquirrel cracking and eating a nut
University libraries and in the
nication between the elected lead- Rally answer, "What rally?"
interesting organization. After all"
(doing its own thing). Eureka, like
Means for communication
motivating thinkers and seekers
ers and the electorate.
unless the benefits are known, the
Archimedes, I had found it!
oUnfortunately for the ASBSU, between the ASBSU Government
for transient truths that are to be
(Gestalt).l could use psychology
found In the membership and
as elected leaders, and the BSU and the BSU student body do work going into provtdlnq those
benefits will never be appreclated,
and English to save myself. Infaculties.
student body, as the electorate, exist. The University Arbiter proti' wardly, I called out, "Here label!
__________________________________
\gI_
Here label! Here label!" and
A University should be the
servant of its, culture, preserving
tried to petition Congress for
wondrously, labels came to me
Its cultural history and developing
redrer of grlevances-th~ proper - from my "memory bank" reflectthe work and social skills for its
form of protest for an unoonstltuIng my training in English and
tlonal war-she worked to get that
psychology, my Life Style (Adler)
cultural maintenance while serv-.
petition a hearing on the floor of
and my Unconscious (FreUd).
Ini:l as a cultural critic and creative
by Garry Wills
the Ijouse. (Only Senators KenThey came In a rank order, of oagent which Itself derive from an
nedy and Gravel took the petitions
.eourse fA Response Hlerarchy,
unhampered chance to dream new
with comparable seriousness on
Hull). ways
in a limitless reality, tllis as
, "Che Bella" Bella
the Senate side.)
Of' course, the Meaning of a
in opposition to the work-a-day
People who attacked the Abzug
University has been made unneoworld rutted In habituation. Here,
I have only addressed Bella
man-of calling forth 'from the
style, were really trying to avoid
essarily - difficult and complex
the free practices of the mind
Abzug once, and she 'responded Right Wing an obsessively sexlst
the Abzug issues. Those were the
(rationalization) by the great clasjustly, hopefully, and wisely, can
rudely-whlch.is OK: Some journaform of personal abuse. Encl'- '-S
uncomfortable, the unsettling
sics, samples of which are John
be sorted for a best fit for the
lists' questions should be an- 0' schoolboy sniggering about these
things. In the'
way, those Henry Newman's The Idea of a
inevitable cultural evolution and,
swered rudely. We .nave to ask women's_ appearance shows tt)at
who made fun of Mrs. Roosavelt's- University, and John Milton's
through this collective Wisdom, do
them, but we don't have to like
they must have been doing somemanner or called Miss Hellman ,A~pagltlca_ (scapegoatlng). '
so devoid of vlolenceand destrucasking them. Of course, most
thing right to bug the Right so.
"ugly"
were tryIng to direct
The fashions of soclallanguage
tion.
politicians respond. politely, no ' But a better, more direct reason
attention away from the'Flaws of
norrore arter the realities to which
matter what. But Ms. Abzug is not
for my liking Bella Abzug comes
Having presented an Ideal verAmerica 'that these women were they refer than the clothes change
like most politicians. That's one
from tile chance I had to see her
sion of a University, I Illight, with
. courageous enough to look at and the bodies that they adorn. The
reason I,like her.
support an unpopular cause when
many years of working In such
deplore-Mrs.
Roose\1elt at the
knowledge and use of socially
Another reason is her enemies.
that meant breaking the clubby'
communities, be allowed the addiracism
that
countenanced
lynching
"Right"
words
for
"right"
times
She has the dlstlnction-aJong with
rules of oonqresslonal togethertional observation that InterperCONTINU ED PAG E 13
and "right" occasions Indexes our
Eleanor Rooseveltand ~lIIan Hellness. VVhen a group of people
sonal stresses among construction
sophistication more than It does
workers (I have worked there also)
our awareness. The colorful usage
, and University workers are not as
of "an assemblage of one's body
Editor, The Arbiter:
distinguishable In their intent as in
I could indeed be described as by-products" to say that one their exposition; the University
knows
what
and
how
he
!s
doing
passive If I left the editorial In the
stresses notable for their devious
(at this point in time) does not
January 24th Issue of the Arbiter
disguises, the construction workalter essential meanings though it
Unchallenged. Contained in. the
•ers for their explicitness.
may enable one to be "with It"
Editor, The Arbiter:
ASBSU began working on the
editorial, was criticism of the
1 have, become manic since I
(acceptable In the group).
issue back in July. At a meeting of
Recently the Arbiter published
ASBSU student government for
have begun this, thankful that It Is
an editorial concerning the State of
the student body presidents from
It
is
not
presently
fashionable
to
being "lackluster" and inactive.
over, appreciative of the opportunthe Student Government at Boise around the state, Rob. Perez
employ "ought"
or "should"
My complaint Is that the author
ity, and of the criticisms offered by
volunteered to formulate a pamState. I would like to comment at
(categorical
imperatives
of
I.
used uninformed arguments that I
my son, Brian, and Mr. Harry
this time on the items discussed in
phlet -on the 1% Initiative which
Kant)
these
days,
but
there
is
a
feel must be countered with facts.
Warr. If perchance you have been
the editorial.
was used by' the University of
current need to Actualize (MasOne gross misconception was
affected, even delighted, I lack
First, let us look at the reasons
Idaho, Idaho State University,
low).
We
have
expectancies
that
printed when the editorial claimed
enough humility to tell you that
Lewis-Clark State College and
the ASB President's
Service
press upon us and though we may
that the student government negmore of the same is available in
Award went from $200 per month
Boise State University. Boise State
avoid guilt we still have disaplected to take action against the
to $185 per month. This occurred
was responsible for starting stu- 1% Initiative until after the pointments (Ellis). "NOW!" Is your own or local bookstores under
the less than honest title,A
when Mike Hoffman succeeded to
dent response to the 1% through"where it's at" (Perls) but a
Arbiter printed a resolution from
Collection of Works by Our Hero.
President from Vice President. He
out the state. And while other'
sequence of nows maynot "make
another Idaho University downdid not feel that he needed the
schools wrote resolutions the
grading the tax cut. I would like to . it." An averaging of those nows
extra $15 per month that he would
ASBSU planned a rally which
remind the Arbiter that Rob Perez
receive as President so he asked
received media coverage from , created the leaflet against the 1%
that the President's service award
Idaho and Oregon. We believe
last summer. This is the same
of it in an issue. The rally against
more compeHtion for seats, increa- be set at $185. This year President
actions speak louder than Words.
pamphlet that was distributed to
lhe 1% doesn't sound passive to , sing the quality of senate memPerez also felt It was sufficient.
me, rather It comes closer to being
I couid go on commenting on the other state-supported 'Universltles
bers. Fact: Currently, the School
The reason we have not raised
in Idaho. In light of this, the move
a scene out of the early 19708.
editorial,
but I don't believe it
'of Health Sciences is using a
salaries is that we would rather
to inform students about the 1%
Perhaps the question comes to
would be useful. Admittedly, stupattern of representatives to relay
see the money go, to student
was Initiated at Boise State. Surely
mind; What Is the student governdent
government
Is
not
perfect
pertinent Information to the stuprograms. The student governPresident
Perez'deserves
an
apolment doing to increase the quality
But, I believe I speak for the
dents In their respective department at Boise State has the lowest
ogy from the Arbiter. '
of the ASBSU tor the coming
people in student government
ments. Although the system isn't
ASB fee in the state and I hope we
But
what
about
the
senate?
can remain in that position .. Our owhen I say that we feel it is Vitally What were they doing about the years? I am happy to report that oiled enough, the future for it is
there are concerned members of promising. The purpose of these
Important or else we wouldn't
feeling is that we don't want to
1% Initiative? VVhileother schools
the ASBSUalready taking "a real booklets, legislation and programs
participate in it
. . raise fees if at ali possible.
were passing resolutions, (what
look, and a hard look, at the- is to develop a better ASBSU
We
work
hard
on
behalf
of
the
As for the State Board of
good they do could be debated), an
nature, functlon,and
future of government and to get students
students.
I
must
admit
It
kind
of
Education's Credit Waiver, this
ad-hoc committee on the 1% was
student government at Boise involved.
hurts when someone is critical to
permits the Student Body Officers
organized by the ASBSU Senate.
State." Fact: Presently the execuGranted, there is much room for
to devote their time toward work- .. the _extent of negating many
With Mike Latour chairing the
tive branch is working on a bookiet improvement In _student governstudents
who
sacrifice
much
to
be
group, a rally was planned and
ing for students. As for myself, my
thatwlll
define the duties of ment, but there are those memhelpful to fellow students. We
involvement in the ASBSU has
carried out on the steps of the
committee members and explain 'bers who are working toward
Invite students to come see what
Statehouse. Local media covered
necessitated my _attending sum'I<-,e do. Don't passively accept the the event on their respective news which committees do what and solving the problems which conmer school for two years inorder
how the students can get on them. front us.
'
words you read. See for yourself, . shows and I'mtoldthat an,Oregon
to graduate in four years.
Fact: legislation Iscurrently being
that ASBSLJis a vital part of BSU.
,
Paul
Rumsey,
Senator
Concerning passivity In student
paper ran an article on It also; If drafted to -limit the senate
SchoOl
of Health Science
government, I would first like to
bership
to.two
senatQJ13-from
each
my
memory
serves
me,fNen
the
.
Steve, Botimer
ASBSUVice _President
.C()mment~:~he 1'% Initi~ive~ The
Arbiter had
ar.t.tcl~andplcture . ~1~Hopefullyth!,SWill,
create
.
:
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Flret mooting 01 tho 1979 BSU
Hcmocomlng Commlltoo, 2 pm,
SUB Teton Room.
BSU Wr08t11ng: BSU YO. WashIngton Stato Unlv., 7:30 pm.

t
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'BSU Womons Junior Varllily
Baskotball: BSU
Mountain
Home AFB, 6 am.

va.

T

F
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8
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2
9
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23
30

3
10
17
24
31

Boise Community Education
Registration: Whittier SChool, 7-9
pm; Community Education Office,
9 am,5 prn. ,
Progrom and film presentation
on rape and Its pSyc!lologlcal
effoct., 7-10' pm In the SUB
Ballroom.

BoIDO Gallery 01 Art: Panel
'dlsc~ ss Ion, In conjunction with tho
First Biennial Jurlod Exhlblllon lor
Idaho Artists, 8,pm et tho Gallery.
" BSU Wrestling: BSU YO. Eastern
Washington, 7:30 pm.

Ilionco

Basketball:

BSU

YO.

Idaho Stato.

Boise Community
Education
Registration:
Boise Community
education Office, 9 am-{l prn.
Boneflt performance 01 Puccini's
opera, "Gianni Schlochl," In tho
Crystal Ballmom'ol the Hall Bull~
Ing In downtown Boise. Presented
by the Boise CIvic Opera, Inc.
BSU Wreotllng: BSU YO. Wobor
Stale College, 7:30 pm.

aI

Boise Publlc,Llbrary: InternallonFolk Dancing, 2 pm.

Boise Public Library: Afrl~
Folk Ploy by Library Staff, 2' pm.

BSU'Music Dept.: New Sludoot
SCholarahlp Audilions, 9-2 pm,
Music Auditorium.
Womens Gymnastics: BSU YO.
Unlv. 01 British Columbia, and
Brigham Young Unlv., 2:30 pm.

BSU Muolc Dept.:'Faculty Artist
Rocltal Stirlos, 8:15 pm, Special
Events Cent ... : Catherlno Eillotvolco, Wilber elliot-voice,
Jock
Best-ceflo.
'.
Bmnco Basketball:
BSU YO.
Montana.

Boise Public Library: Bol80 State
UnlVOflllty Wreslllng Dl8play, 2
pm.
ROTC Winter Fun Day, call
385-3700 for Info.
Bmnco Basketball:
BSU YO.
Montana ~tate.

Boloo Llttlo Thoatr. presonts,
"Tho Royal Family," Fob. 23,24,
March
1,2,8..
Call
lor Inlo.

BoIDO Public Library: Galaxy
Mogle by Dlnl Maid 01 MlliJlc, 2
pm.

'F,·t:~,·
>i

,;-,'

'i.:

BSU Muolc Dept.:

Percussion Eneem·
b1e-Dr.
John Bal~
win, director.
8:15

pm, M",lc AuditorIum.
Movie: "Ono Flew
Over the Cuckoo's
Nest," KTVB, Channel 7, 7 1'fl1.

BSU Muolc Dopt.:
.Sonlor Porcusslon
Rocllal, Davo Booth.
3 pm, Muolc Audllorlum.

BSU Golery 01 Art: Opening
oxhlbltllln, Ion contemporary styles
01 California women ortlsts, thru
March

8.

BSU womeno Junior Varolty Baskotball: DSU vo. Collllllo
Southern Idaho. f om.

0'

BSU Vocational-Technical SChool
House, 10 om-4:30 pm; 6:30
pm'9pm.
Boise Gallery of Art: Bolsa
RoadlngConeortlum
will leatura
poets Jim Hoynen and Carol Bangs,
8 pm at tho Gallery.'
BSU Wrestltng: BSU YO. Athleteo
In Action, 7:30 pm.
Open

BSU Music Dept.: Jazz Feotlvlll
Concerts, all day: SUB Ballroom
Special Evonts Centor; 8:15 pm,
SUB Ballmom. Thru Fob. 22.
&
&

4th Kentucky Fried Movie
11th Romeo, & Juliet

18th Marx Brothers: At the Circus
The Big Store
25th The,Boysin'Company C ",

SUndays,8pm - spacial'6JetltsCent8r

.

Audubon Wlldllfa Film: "Weat
,Sldo Story-MexiCo to Alaska,"
narraled by Walter Berlot. 8 pm,
BSU Spoclal Events Center.
BSU foreign LMgUSlle Colloquium: Dr. John' B. Robortoon
spoaklng
on "Lo dosort
do
l'Amour," by Francois Maurlac.

25.27,28,
342-5104

sports
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WEDNESDAY,

few garries this season, was again
§uspect as Boise State hit on 8 of

BSU Splits Pair, Heads .South for Rematches

'18,45%.
Boise State Head Basketball
• Coach BuS Connor said he was
pleased with tho win over Gonzaga
Friday night but very disappointed
with the loss to Idaho on Saturday.
"We' were emotionally spent
from Friday night's. game and
Idaho played very well. They kept
us from doing what we intended to
do. Dave Richar.dson and Sean
McKenna have play,ed very hard,
competitive basketball the last few
gafOO! and we. need to get that
kind of an effort from all our
players, " Connor. said.
Boise State will face league
.opponents Weber State and Northern Arizona In rematch games this
weekend.

ottense, However, Om Newman
Boise State's basketball team
fired up the Vandals, leading them
split apaJr of Big Sky games over
the weekend. BSU defeated Gon- to a bruising victory over a tired .
BronCo ballciub.
zaga 72-70 In overtime and
Newman scored 2.5 points,
dropped a 69-48 decision to a
brought down 6 rebounds and
supposedly weak Idaho team the
stole the ball 5 tlrnes from his
following. night.
guard position. Reed Jaussl added
. , _ V\lhlle Connor's cagers turned
the ball over 36 times to the . 12 for Idaho.- Jaussl's greatest"
damage .was . a forearm that
Bulldogs, Gonzaga oouid oniy
knocked Bronco playmaking
manage a shooting percentage of
guard, Freddie Williams out of the
38 from the floor, enabling BSU to
game in the first half.
.
capture the victory.
Williams came ~k
in the
Sean McKenna had 21 points to
second haif to handout 10 asalsts,
lead the Bronoos in sooring.
Followed by Freddie Williams' 19 but the Broncos were never the
same. Idaho pulled away for an
points and Dave Richardson's 9
easy victory.
point 13 rebound effort. Bulldog
Carl Powell led the Broncos with ,
center, Paul Cathey had 16 points
14 points. Dave Richar9son added
and 180f the Zag's 36 rebounds to
12 rebounds for a good weekend of
pace Gonzaga.
board work. BSU's free-throw
Idaho came to town with a (}.6
shooting, whiCh has cost them a
conference record and a .lethargic

' ••• 0 ••••••••••••
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_BSU- will have their hands full
with the tough Wildcats., Weber
has played well and has a cornmandlng lead in the' conference
title chase. Neil McCarthy is in his
fourth full season with the club,
which features some. fine individual talent.
NorthernArizona is 7-11 overall
and 3-4 in the conference. The
Lumberjacks are perfect at home
this season (6-0) which includes
their two conference home wins.
The Axers have been improving
all the time, having beaten three
of their last five opponents. The
CONTINUED
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VilLA STEAK BARN
Located at

Capitol and University
I

the nine
Why spend your life
sitting behind a desk watching
a clock when you can be '
catapulted from the deck
of a ship, soar at supersonic
speeds, and operate the
world's most advanced electronic systems as a Naval
Aviator.
If you're a college student
in good academic standing, '
and your vision is beller than
20/200, you may qualify to join.
the Navy's flight team as a
pilot or a Naval Flight Officer.
During your junior sum- ..
mer YOU'll study 81Pensacola,

Florida, where you'll go thru
Aviation Officer Candidate
.
School and pre-flight instruction. This means no drills,
no ROTC classes, no short
haircuts while you are in
school. We want you to get a
degree and enjoy college
while you do il.
What's In it for you? A
chance to obtain a $14,000
starting-salary and a commission as a Naval Officer, plus
the opportunity to earn your
Wings and fly with the bold'
ones. The greatest thing about
the Navy's. Flight program Is

that there is no obligation if
you change your mind during'
training.
, FLY NAVY! See the officer
information team on campus

HOBO
SPECIAL!!

!

WOW!!
The Navy Officer Info Team
will be on campus
5 - 8 February 1979
9:00 to 4:00 daily ,

SERVED

6 A.M.

to l1:JOA,M.

in th~ SUB Lobby.
MONDAY.thru
FRlDAY

'

Meat of the Day
2 Eggs - any style
Golden Hash Browns'
Dollar Buttermilk Cakes
Best Coffee in town

!

·WEDNESDAY.

JANUARY

31,

.
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B5UWrestiers Begin Five - Meet Home stand
Boise State Wrestling Coach
Mike Young was happy with his
team's showing In the first day of
the MIWA wrestling tournament,
but his joy turned to frustration as
he watched his wrestlers go down
to defeat In every weight class bu,t
. one. At 118 pounds, Mark Jordlne
of BSU advanced to the finals of
the MIWA only 10 lose to Rob
Wurm of Weber State, 5-4.
'.'We were outstanding aj times,
but we didn't have the consistency
that a team "should have In a
tournament
situation,"
said
Young. Young also commented
that the Broncos need to find some
consistency ifthey are to win their
upcoming matches against BYU,
Weber State and Washington
State.
The Bronco grapplers will open
their five-meet home stand against
BYU in the Bronco Gym on
Wednesday, Jan, 31 at 7:30 prn,

u

142 pounds, Weber's Russ Campbell and Brad All red of BSU wi II be
an excellent' matchup. Mike RIp:.
pllnger of WSC will challenge
either Lou Grasso or Rex Edwards
of the Broncos, at 150 pounds.
Young says Washington State Is
a bit of a mystery because he has
n04seen WSU In competition this
year. He did say that they are
always in the top four of the
Pac-10. Young said he felt these
upcoming meets should prime hif!.
team for th~Big Sky Conference
Championships, which will be held
Feb. 23-24 In Pocatello, 10.
The folloWing are probable
. entries for Boise State University
in the next three home meets:

m

Mark Jordlne (9-3-0)
Scott Barrett (10-10-1)
Brad ~Ired (15-11-2)
Joe Styron (3-16-1)
Elroy Thompson (3-3-0)
Lou Grasso (5-3-0)
Rex E;dwards (5-5-0)
Lou Grasso (5-3-0)
Kevin Wood (10-11-1)
Bill Braseth (14-9~)
Dan Rowell (7-8-0)
Ray Santucci (1·2~)

State
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YOUR BIRTHDAY?

"

iFREEcake For All Feb Birthdays.

I

Receive your tag at the SNACK,
•
-BAR cash register Feb 6th'

.
_, -'._ .._ .._"-"_"_,.-.
.._,-,

t
.

Livm I/hJllic
Jan ..31 - Feb. 4 .

dancing' on Sunday

SOUR MASH
k--h

bi;,

-~

&b!t .....*W%,·

$'4

A4WH

RAA •

Coming Soon

Feb. 7 - 11

E
Contact the Idaho
Air National GUQrd
Counselors
for Mote Information
.PRIOR

SERVICE WOMEN/MEN

.WOMEN/MEN
"PARToTIME
.VOC~T1()NAl
e60LLEGE

6ho,ooc
•

All

BRANCHES

WITH NO MILITARY EXPERIENce
INCOl\1E
EDUCATION
FINANCIAL ASSISTAt~CE

DOLLAR LIFE INSURANCE

PI(OT/NAVIGATOR

TRAININ~

[MIN. 60 CREDITS]

i24th: Tactical Reconnaissance Group
Dox45 Dois., Idoho8:)707.
Phone 385-5385
..

-,--'~,~ ~
,".
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Women's Team

Halts Losing Streak
BSU Women's basketball team
clobbered Northwest Nazarene
College 76-40, to gain their first
victory of the season.'After eleven
previous attempts, Coach Connie
- Thorngren's cagers finally managed to seal the record books.
Their 0-11 losing streak was the
longest In Thorngren's career.
NNC wilted under a solid zone
defense by the Broncos. The
Crusaders turned the ball over 39
times, while Boise State's offense
coughed up an additional 26
turnovers.
Statistically, the Broncos completely dominated every facet of the
1_.1

and Nancy Phillips with 10 points
game. BSU was :39%, 30 of 76,
each. Patty Kasel added 8 points.
from the floor, compared to NNC's
24%, 14 of 60, shooting totals.
Bolse State followed their streakRuth Fugleberg and Karen SCriver ending victory, with a another win.
teamed up to bring down 24
Central Washington University
rebounds for Boise State.
lost to BSU 81-74 as the Broncos
In the first half, the Crusaders
began a winning streak, two In a
had matched Thorngren's squad
row.
basket for basket. But just before
Ruth Fugleberg 100d Boise State'
halftime BSU's swarming press
. once again in scoring, tallying 17
secured a 9 point lead. In the
points; Nancy Phillips had 16
Second half It was all Boise State,
points
and Hileman added 14
as the Broncos coasted to victory
points. Phillips, Fugleberg and
number one.
. Hileman also combine for 28
FugleQerg lead Thorngren's cagrebounds.
ers In scoring with a 16 point
Commenting on the two wins and
.effort. Followed by Vicki Hileman
her team's dedication Thorngren
said, "Of course we're pleased
with these results. We've worked
hard - no one has slacked off. This
boosts our confidence and that's
ID Important for the. young team
ve are this season."
@

p-------~-~--~--------~--~~--.

lICE SKATING DISCOUNT PASS I
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ADMIT ONE ONL V
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The Boise State track team will
travel to Pocatello this Saturday,
Feb. 3 for the Mountain State
Indoor Meet In the Idaho State
Minldome.
.
This Is the second meet at ISU in
three weeks, and as BSU Track

1!I1I1I1II1I1I1I1II1I1II1II1I1II1II1II1I1I1I1II1II1II1II1II1I1I1I1I1II1I1I1I1II1II1II1II1II1I1II11II1II1I1I1I1I1II1I1I1II1JI11E

ITake

(INCLUDeS SKATES
IF NECESSARY)
GOOD FOR ANY PUBLIC SKATING SESSION
D
e Not good for EXPIAIlS APRIL 1 ST, 1979
I
Disco Night
WHERE THE ACTION IS
• BSU Students 0 . I·

! r:~.
L

DSU Thinclads
Competet· In ISU Minidome'

§

I

a Study' Break At

ICasey's

I

Beer Depot

610 Vista Ave.'

I·i5-7$1.50 .Pitch~rsl
7
pm

§

i~

days a··week

§.

.

.

Coach Ed Jacoby puts It, "We're
just glad to have an opportunity to'
run. With thepoor weather and no
indoor facility, we have not been
able to do much of anything."
Jacoby will -'take 23 or 24
Broncos to Pocatello for 'the nonscored invitational which Includes
teams from Idaho State, NevadaReno, Utah State, Montana, Rick's
College, College of Southern Idaho
and Weber State.
Field events.qet underway at 7
pm, Saturday with track events
beginning at 7:30 pm.
The five field . events to be.
contested are the shot put, long
jump, high jump, triple jump-and
pole vault,
Track events include the 60,
3<iO, MO, 600, 880, one mile, three
mile and three relays.

~
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Pasitians , vailable ta Graduatint;j Seniars
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~ NUli:g~WAr P@w~r PralJiFalm:
Engineering and Science majors preferred, 1
year Post-graduate education guaranteed,salary
to $25,000 after four years of experience.
nmSpecial NUCLEAR POWER SCHOLARSHIP
available to Juniors.'

e f~hlia~i@n Trainin~:.
All

majors considered, 1 year of flight training
guaranteed, salary to $21,000 after four years of
experience. '
-

• Finmncial M~n;aiJem6!'nt=
e Man~ug]ementPasitians:
All majors considered, management of personnel
in a shipboard .envlronrnent, salary to $19,000
after four years of experience.

Business, Finance and management majors
preferred, six months post-graduate education
-guaranteed, salary to $19,000 after four years of
experience.

30 days paid vacation per year
l!) Free' medical and dental
care
c Excellent retirement program
e Valuable experience for future career planning
e An Officer's commission in the United States

l!)

Civil engineers preferred, engineeri,ng management and control positions, salary -to $19,000
after four years of experience.
.

Navy
BnttlrviewmWiBI Be Held: '
5 - 8 February 1979
_9:00 to 4:00, Daily
Appointments made through the Placement center
or visit with the Navy Officer Information Team
in 'the Student Union Lobby ,
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Last Road Games On
Tap For Women's Basketball
McKenna Holds on to Nl
SeQlcr forward Sean McKenna remains the
Big Sky's leading field goal shooter with his
59.6% shooting. Dave Richardson Is the top
man In blocked Shots with 1.9 a gam~.

Cross Country Downhill Ski Lesson
Across country downhill ski lesson, designed
for skiers who wish to entoy off track skIIng,
will be held March 11. Tachnlque taught will
depend upon snow ecndltlcns. The registration fee Is $6.00, payable In advance at Fort
Boise Community Center, for this ail-day
affair with transportation provided. Limited
to persons at least 16 years of age. This Is the
second of two such lessons sponsored by the
Boise City Recreation Department. For more
Information, call 384-4256, 31.14-4488.

Ski Races
The Cltlz3l1s Cross Country Ski Race Is
scheduled for. Sunday, February 4 at Granite
Creek. Registration begins at· 10:00 am and
the race begins at 11:00 ani. Sponsored by the
Bootworks and the Boise City Recreation
Department. Free admission. For more
Information, call 384-4256, 384-4488.
• Pin Binding Downhill Race Is scheduled for
Sunday, February 25 at the 8o{lus Basin race
cours'e. Entry tee of $3.50 covers the cost of a
11ft ride, with part of the fee going to the
National Ski Patrol. Prize lif $100.00 In
merchandise from the Bootworks to the
overall winner. For more Information, call
384-4256, '384-4488.

Bronco Bits
Following this road series, the Broncos return
home for a single home game next week. BSU
hosts Idaho State. Thursday, Feb. Bat 8 pm.
Reserved seat tickets are available at the BSU
Varsity center. The Broncos are also home
the follOWing weekend with games against
Montana and Montana State on Feb. 16
and H.

a·ry

Ills
CONTINUED
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and the Klan in America during'
the1930s; .Miss Hellman at the
hYSt~ricalfear of communism that
gripped post-war America; Ms.
Abzug at the repressiveness of the
Nixon-Agnew-Wallace years.
.
The- writers who indulge in
sexist jokes about these Women
are drawn to quite different heroines themselves. Their view of
America comes from "Terry and
the Pirates"; so they have favored
a whole series of Dragon LadiesMadame Chiang, Madame Nhu,
Madame Ky, Madame Chennault,
Madame Luce, and--now--the
Madame Empress of Iran. These
seductive ladies -assure us that
America is just fine, though It
better get busy and kill a few
foreign villains.·
.
President Carter not only fired
Ms. Abzug from her job as
spokesperson for being a person
and for speaking. His boyish aides
showed the old glee and the urge
to vilify that Ms. Abzug has so far
provoked on the scurrilous Right
Wing. How could a Ronald Reagan
White House have done it less
chivalrously? Will Carter now put
. the exiled empress of Iran in
charge of White House lobbying
for the Equal Rights Amendment?
That would, indeed, give a new
twist to his human rights campaign-but one entirely consonant
with the treatment of Ms. Abzug.
6ii\

European
Motors Inc.
Soecializing In'·

Broncos at Boise 62-61. In RegionWashington's Huskies are the
al Tournament play at Bellingham,
1978 NW Region IX Champs.
Two starters return to the squad. their 75-58 win in the consolation
They are Nancy Wittman, a 5-8 game over Boise. put them fifth
guard and 5-9 Sherrie Smith, also in the Northwest. SSO finished
a .guard. Carlin rv1cClary, 6-0
sixth .....
forwarck:enter is a talented newJo Met~ger, Western's 6-{).sophcomer. From Marshfield High
errore forward, leads all Viking
SChool In Wisconsinj .McClary Is a
scorers with her 15.9 average. She
Parade Magazine third team AIIIs also seventh in scoring' In
American. She Is currently fifth in
Northwest League stats,
Northwest scoring statls aV8{aglng
Ten Letter winners return to the
16.7 ppg.
Western squad Including 6-1 junThe Boise State-Washington
Ior center Jan Johnston, seventh.
game last year in Boise was a tight
In Northwest rebounding with a
69-67 victory for the Bronco wom- 10.1 average.
en.
The Vikings are now 1Q..5overall
Western Washington's Vikings
and 2-2 in Northwest .League.
CONTINUED
FROM
PAGE
10
.' were a problem for BSU last year.
"Our basketball team needs to
,@
go out and playas hard as possible Last season they defeated the
to stay in theplayott race," BSU
Head Basketball Coach Bus Connor said.
"We will be facing the best
team In the league (Weber !="' ate)
Thursday and a team tl-' has
been playing very 11'~" lately
(NAU) on Saturday, so we have
quite a job ahead of us. We seem
to match up pretty well with
Weber State but we have to shut
down Bruce Collins and David
~ew and Used Records and Tapes.
Johnson. Northern Arizona is a
good shooting team and has really.
been coming on the last few
games. We will need a good road
effort to win;" Connor said.
Both Bronco road games can be
.heard on Boise's KBOI Radio, 670
i
am. KBOI sports director Paul J.
SChneider calls the play-by-play.
Coach Connie Thorngren's 2-11
cagers head for the West coast on
their final weekend of Northwest
travel before settling In at' home
for an eight game series' In the
BSU gym.
The Broncos will meet the University of Washington Huskies at
seattle on Friday, Feb. 2 at 7:30
pm. On Saturday, Feb. 3, they will
be in Bellingham, WA against the
Vikings of Western Washington
University at 5:15 pm.

DSU"..:.." ..........

Splits Pair

PHONE

Film Presentation
Two films, "Moonshadow '79" and "Winter
Wilderness Adventures", will be presented
by Gary O. Grimm and Katy Flanagan at the
Boise State University Special Events center,
Wednesday, February 7 at 8:00 pm. "Moon"
shadow '79" celebrates the total eclipse of
the sun on February 26, 1979, while "Winter
Wilderness Adventures" depicts ski touring,
winter camping, mountaineering, ski-sled
treks, northern lights and more. The presentation Is sponsored by Open Air Sports and
the Bolse City Recreation Department.
Admission Is $2.00. For more Information;
call 384-4256.

344·8010

-BUY" SELLand TI\AJDENe Guarantee What We Sell
Highest Prices Paid For
Your Records & Tapes

105 WEST IDAHO O('ISE,~·IDAHO

(iiL\

Your Favorite!

t:

Big Boy pre ntsa
pree.
ombo ou
Your favorite
Big Boy Combo
only~1.89each
with coupon

IQ

f

',.--~

...,4l'D'iI'~ .-.......
_

I
a~

\.

Just pick the
petal with your
money saving offer
and enjoy great food
with great savings.

0111

~

..
$1
89

. v-.

\l'

81

B

I
EACH

lH
. (with coupon) IfJ .

Please present this coupon.
Not valid 011 take out orders.
Expires March 17th

$1'· 89

I

m
!&

.

WI, Pcrsche.:
Audi,

·We're the !Experts'

'@

Jg~FAMt RES!RAY

You love goodjood

Rudy QualUo
Owner-Mgr.- .,
..

... Big BoY loves to serve it.

500 5. Capitol Blvd.

$189 EACH'
\

..

(with coupon)

Please present thls coupon.
Not valid on take out orders..,

~
,

-.. __ ...
Expires March

17th,

'"
III

I

~

B

I

fa
DJ

II

EACH

Please present t .IS coupon.
Not valid 011 take out orders.
: Expires March

.

.~~

(with coupon )

hl

Big Boy Combo includes:
Big Boy Hamburger
Soup or Salad
French Fries

.Repairs.
.& Sales

. -.u~

17th

;

.

b
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Editor, The Arbiter:
Editor, The Arbiter:
Myth: It will cost KBSU $12,000
Your new writer, Erwin Walt.
In reference to M. Hughes'
per year for a technician to
ers, deserves a pat on the back for
article, Inl~t
weeks Arbiter,
maintain our equipment In accorhis brilliant show of negative wit,
concerning KBSU and FCC regudance with FCC rules and reguladisplayed In I~ week's front page
lations currently giving the radio
tlons,
article on abortion.
station heartburn, I feel the need
Fact: Services for a technical
It took ten paragraphs of his
to correct a few of the facts printed
-engineer are negotiable from $100
best obserVations to dig a hole In
by the Arbiter.
. per montt' to, yes, $12,000 per
one of America's most controverMyth: KBSU purchased $2000
year. We will obviQusly try for the
sial Issues on morality, One paraworth of .transmission equipment
lowest cost.
.
graph of lII~meantempathy was all
that would enable us to transmit a
Myth: Station personnel express
he deemed necessary to verify his
"full 10 watts. "gloom
and are fearful of. being
ambivalence on the issue, to fill in
Fact: KBSU purchased equipbumped from our present location
the hole no doubt.
ment that will enable us to
on the FM band.
His failure to provide adequate
transmit a signal 300% more
Fact: station management Is
powerful than our current 10
optimistic of remaining at 90.1 .- context for quotes and his lack of
sympathy for this vital concern of
watts (that moons 30 watts). This
FM, at 10 watts'for now and 100
contemporary morality leads me to
equipment vdtt- be used In the
watts in the future. Any gloom
believe he.doesn't care... but then,
coming months.
observed Is due to the gawd-awful
whyshould he? In readlngihrough
Myth: Upgrading our transmislength of time It takes Federal
past Issuesof the Arbiter, Icannot
sion system will mean abandoning
agencies to act on our requested
help but
your strong disdain
our educational status with the ' changes.
FCC.
.
Finally, Iwould like to thank the. for Integrity. Perhaps again, you
only lack experience. Must you
Fact: The increase In powerwlll
Arbiter and Mr. Hughes for
glorify this on the front page?
in no way affect our non-commerattempting to understand the curI can only hope this Arbiter Is
cial educational status.
rent problems we are experiencing
"l~Aat
KBSU and I hope that this new'
biodegradeable. Ioften find copies
factual Information will help to. blowing across the campus.:.just .
blowing In the wind.
properly inform the Arbiter and
Gary R. Holland
It's many readers.
David E. Schwartz
./
KBSU Stalion Manager

"causes" to support; plenty of
Editor, The Arbiter:
'problems to solve, from Day Care
I applaud last week's editorial
to Parking. VVhat Is needed Is
concerning the lackadaisical stusome good old self Initiative on the
dent government at BSU. The
part of our student leaders.
editor did a fine job of exposing
and problems don't always
some of the problems facing
come knocking. at the door,. but
student organizations on campus,
thEW'reout there to be sure. As far
viz, the senate. However, the
as I know, there hasn't been an
column was notably vague in
reference to any possible solu- 'oOJectlve survey of the students to
find out what they want from
tions.
student government.
Assuming that student. governHopefully this coming election
ment Is a learning laboratory for
will allow some of these elusive
our future leaders in commerce,
concerns and issues hinted at In
community and industry, I feel
last week's edltorlal to surface.
there Is no further justification
But more than that, let all of us
necessaryfor the existence of this
strive toward excellence in leader"representative body." I do feel,
ship If we have the opportunity.
however, that the laboratory has
This University Is renowned for its
yet to realize its potential.
athletics; so how about setting a
I'mtired of hearing about the
similar goal for our student govapathy running rampant at this
ernment?
Mike Fisher
school. There are plenty of
~~il!=IBIlllIlll!ll\ll
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ANNOUNCEMENTS ANNOUNCEMENTS
ANNOUNCEMENTS"
e

:Me

BMW

The third reading In a year-long series
honoring tho lato Charles David Wright, pool
end proteseor ot- English at Boise State
University, will feature poets Jim Heynen
end Carol Bange, Wednesday, Feb. 14, at the
Boise G&llery of An; and Thursday, Feb. 15,
In the BSl,I Student Union Building Lookout .
Room. Both readings will begin at B pm.
Othor writers .scheduled .ln the series this
spring Include poet Galway Kinnell; March
14-15; pools and songwriters Rosalie Sorrels,
Terl GarthWaite, and Bobble Lousse Hawkins, April 11-12, and IIction and screenwriter Judith Rascoe, May -3.

The Boise Gallery 01 Art's Wednesday
Night Program will fea,ture a panel discussion
In conjunction with the current exhibition. the
First Biennial Juriad' Exhibition for Idaho
artists, ·The discussion, The Validity of tho
Jurloc! Exhlblllon,
will be presented on
Wednesday. February 7, at 8 pm, and Is free
to the public.

<

8:00 p.m.
Sunday
Feb 4
.
,.

(\I'n u s for a

The Boise State Unlverslly Alumni Association Is sponsoring 'a .trlp to Ma,zatlan,
Mexico February 24 through March 3, 1979.
All alumni and their spouses are eligible.
Leave the cold winter In Idaho for sunny
Mexico, with a winter water temperature of
73 degreesl

.
. morning eye opener & stomach stuffener
Freshground soectottv coffees, posfrtes & such

.J J

I

· . weekdays
,
·n
...
.,a.m.
Ope 9 0 O

There
arereservations
a limited number
make
your
now. 01 spaces, so
More Information Is available by contacting

~~

~.

Director: John Landis

Sun Feb. 4

Cameo appearances by.

tin:\
... ~...,

I\iiit~
(JfjJflJ!1 ""'

Donald Sutherland;

E& .",,"

8:00 pm
SPECCenter

Henry

Laugh Your
Blank Off
TV's Saturday Night Live, the

Gibson, Bill Bixby, George
Lazenby
. The smaShingly succes~ul

", @

<'

e(fffj

.;,.If)fS

fl)f;/!J
. (DO
•

satirical revu~ group fro~ the
Kentucky Fn~d Theater In
~s An~eles .hlt~ ne~ comedy
heights .l~ thIS hilanous spoof
of ~elevI~lon and m~vies. Like
ChIcago s Second CIty and

person
to the public, which Includss beth
Bo~~~~.~~~Oper

..','\'

and film on rape and Jls
psychological effects. Panhellenlc Council,
the governing body of BSU sororities, Is
sponsoring this event to Inform college
women about rape as 11 rapidly growing crlma
In America, and a woman's opllons In a rape

~~~h_act~~~~~~11
have a preview showing for studonts and
senior citizens at the special rate of $1 per
person, payable at the door.
The dinner opera will be the primary fund
raiser lor the group this year. Proceeds will
help delray costs of beth past and future

~~\~~~~e P~~~~~:"II~t~d~~~~o;nco~I~~
aged to attend.

~~:I(~~i
~r~I~~~~~W~t::r;h~~~~
the Boise State campus April. 9 & 10.

!!!Im!IlH

14_9

j

Kentucky Fried crew pokes
.fun at the American establishment and our cherished
media, but their humor is
even more outrageous and
pointed in its satire.

aM..!!

AFTER
NIGHT
DELIGHT
ALL SEATS

Coming Lecture
February 3 1979
FRANCES (SISSY)
FARENTHOLD '

Interested in Applying for the
Miss BSU Scholarship Pageant '
Pick Up AppHcamn in' the ASB
Student Offices 2nd Aoar of SUB

$1.50

i

'¥Mi!&

MONTY PYTHON
and the

HOLY GRAIL
It's Q Madcap

Cum

IlAmYoco

SUPERMAN

'i'vl!m
'MfICHWAY

MARLON BRANDO
GENE HACKMAN

{j'l.]!)UT~~~

~.

Weekdays: 7:15 & 9:30
Sat & Sun: 2:15, 4:30, 7:00
9:45

. - . ...

Zeffirelfi's
"

d?cDdlJ(ED

ifEiCSute8'

YOU'LL BELIEVE
A MAN CAN FLY

WlUoTUlltl
YOU

Coming Attraction

position open

70';1

o ....
erland

rd.

)71·

UlUllon

'on

:JflL1!lIECl

Qualifications:
* Full Time Student
* 2,25 GPA

Starring
Director:
Cost:

. '

Franco Zeffirelli
Olivia Hussey, Leonard
Whiting;Milo

O'Shea

Weekdays: 7:15&9:45
Sat & Sun: 2:00, 4:40, 7:15
'9:45,
.

Michael York

~~~~~~~~~~~_~.'.I
* 2 Semesters Accounting

~ppUcQtlon due Febi'uQryi5~19
;'_,.r

~.- ...- ....~.".~.-~
-

.'O!

•

~'~.-.""

. - . ...

~~I~IY

·/~·"'·.;_J

For=r::Love

.-:":.i

./ _ • ..... ,,':-.-

...·•• ~.T .• •

•• ...a:II.It9..

O~ll

. Weekdays: 7:00 & 9:30
Sat & Sun: 1:30,4:15,7:00, &

clfdVr:D

Pick' up applications in
ASBSUoffices 2nd floor SUB

...

'Itf'¥ 531

Medieval History

"WOMEN AND
THE LAW"
In the SUB Ballroom
$1.00 Admi~sion

GOVERNMENT ....

~

-6* iN g. \59

Keynote Speech

GET BNV01.. VED IN STUDlENT
ASDSU

Ballroom from 7:00 pm to 10:00 prn, Doris

__ mamm~~ __ ~.i~~~~~~~AA~~1I
present a program
I

.,

tlon
'of ,"Gianni
SChlcchl...
opera The
by·
Puccini;
the composer's
only· an
comedy.
Boise Civic Opera will present the bonetlt
performance on February 2 & 3 In the Crystal
Ballroom of the Hoff Building In downtown

the BSU Alumni 011100 at 365-1696. ..

....
~~~=~~=~~_==~==_~~~~===~_~_==~~=~=~~~Th~~~~1,1m~h~

~&_~~m~~~BmDeB~mm~mmm.mm~
l~

-

Rehearsals are well under way and will
continue In the Subal Theatre building··
throughout January for the upcoming produc-

9:30

TON I Gt:,tT
POETRY
READING
GALA FITZGERALD,
BOISE

GALLERY

......

BY
8 PM

OF ART

TRUMPET
RECITAL
"---gy 'rIM DULANEP,
8:15

PM,

MUSIC

AUD.

\.

Feb. 1
Boise Community Education Registration: Whittier School,
II arn-s pm.
Program and film presentation on rape and Its psychological ellects, 7-10 pm In the SUB Ballroom.
7-9 pm; Community Education 011100,

Feb. 2
Boise Community Education Registration: Boise Community
Education Office, 9 am-s pm.
.
Benefit porformance of Puccini's opera, '''Glannl Schlcchl,"
'In the Crystal Ballroom of the Holl Building In downtown Boise.
Presented by the Boise Civic Opera, Inc.
BSU Wrestling: BSUvs. Weber stare Collego, 7:30 pm.

Feb. 3
BaIse Public Library: Internatlonal.Ealk."Oanclng,

NEa·
THEATRE

2 pm.

Feb. 4
Sunday fIIcki Kentucky Fried
Movie, Spec. ll:oo prn ..

rivate Party Classified Ads I 4 Cents Per Word 112 Noon 'Rtionday
eadline. ARBITER OFFICE, Owyhee Room, 2nd Floor SUB
~~~:lli~~;r~~~~or
More Info 385-1464 ~~igm;\h.'~illrlli§ji!;milli;.zm~

m

Feb. 5
First meeting of the 1979 BSU
Homocemlng Commlttee,8 orn , SUB
Teton RoOm.
BSU Wrestling: BSU vs. Wl1lJhlngton State Unlv., 7:30 pm.

·CMdCare
STANDARD IBM TYPEWRITER.
Excellenl condition. $250. Call 377-4300
6-5, Mr. Rllash.

CAMPUS DAYCARE has full
day openings, $5.00 and dropIns, $1.00 per hour. Call 3428249.

Double 4 fool shop llghl wilh 2 grow
tubes and 2 stendard plus IImer $25.

F.!r Rent

385-1400. Ask for Steven ..

badroom duplex. Carport, yard
maintenance, wId hookups, carpets,
dropes. Near veterans park. $2.<;5 mo.
Thomas 342-D33S evos, or 385-1464
days.
2

Feb. a
BSU Womens Junior Varsity Basketball: BSU vs. Mountain Home AFB, 7
pm.

Feb. 7
Boise Gallery of Art: Panel discussion, In conjunction with the First
Biennial Jurled Exhibition for Idaho
Artlsts, .8 pm althe Gallery.
BSU. WrOs1l1ng: BSUvs. EOs1ern
Washington, 7:30 p"\.
Slide presentations: "Moonshadow
'79," and "South of Denali," Special
Events Center, 8 pm. Cost $2 each.

Female Roommalo Wanled to share 2
bedroom condominium style townhouse. $112.50 rent plus power. Musl
be neal and no cats: Call Joan 343-2910
or 345-0937.

PART-TIME HELP AFTERNOONS and
Saturday. Odd Jobs at furniture store.
Call 338-4248.

Miscellaneous

i......
..-..
......
..-..-.
.........
,----"_·'
....

•

F.!r Sale

t

'YOUR 'BIRTHDAY?

IRecelve
FREE Cake For All Feb Birthdays. ','
your tag at the~NACK

·

•-BAR Cash register

71 Mazda, 4 speed piston engine, new
summer tires plus It even has snowtlres

,~_."

.'

,'

.

t

Feb 6th

.

.-..,_'-..,~"-.l-... __

,'~

.

376-7179.

Dr{LliSSIfIrD conrrsr no.
All you degenerate people oul there we nood your ll89lstnnCll. Since this Is
Do-Clnsslfled
Contest /119, we' 'rA
taking this opportunity .10 liSk aome
biblical echolar, or BOmeother student
of Ihe subject In question, to oome 10
Ihs ArtlIter ollice and reclle thll Il8VOO
cardinal sins. That's worth so'muoh to
us; Ihat II tho first five responses check
oUi tho a8me, th0a8 five peOple will
each get IWO\ldalta to the Ken\ldly
Fried MovIe, shoWing Sunday night In
the SUB, plus one tree column Inch of
AltJiter Clasalfled advertising. - And
p1_ hurry fIld Jilt. us know IIboUtlt; ,. ,
tlllr.go 0IlI getting delldly'bOI'lngaround .
here.
.
.

. MENI WOMENI
JOBS

doubllMl'lldll mobile home.
Carpeted, Dropes, wId hookup, all·
electric, extra Insulation, covered deck,
storage shed. On large lot In restricted
odult park near BSU. $16,500. Thomas
342-0339 llVBfI or 385-1464 days:
2 i::odroom

.

.

CRUISE.S. FREIGHTERS'
'No exporlonoa. High Payl· sea
Europe, Hawaii, Austrlllla, So.
· America. Whiter, Summer I
Soot $3.85 for Info. to S::;A·
WORLD HG, Box 61035, Sacto,
CA 95860
.
.
',.

19l18DATSUN P.U: Custom wheels,
COII8BIleIn dash. $900 or·best offer.
Phone 345-1<185.

STATE BARBER COLLEGE
Short on Money? Long on Halr? save
Money by Getting Your HIlii' Cut at
Slate Barber College. WIth Budgllt
Price for Guys & Girls. Appt. Available.
2210 Maln St., Bollle,. 342-9729.

1978

WE'VE "GOTTHE PROOF

I

Ot !
For the high end stereo buyers.Bound West Is
.proud to announce the following new products
to Boise: AVID,
NIKKO,
ESS,' MICRO

ACOUSTICS.
Come on in and TAKE A LISTEN.

Sony Audio Phose Buy

reg. $529

'SALE

Sony STR 1800 AM/FM Receiver
with the Fantastic Audio Phase
Speakers.

BSR 200 TURNTABLE
FREE CARTRIDGE '.
heft

j! he

pi':'

&51£9&4'9(--'-'

'",fAA

Mtlltt#

bMfu'"

*.'~ 51'&'

5·

r

-$NUMB

+ 4ft ,

dB

Select G~oup
of Speakers.

up to

.

50% OFF
.Featuring BSR Turntable, Cassette
Bocorder, AM/FM Stereo Receiver

lots of .Music
Scott, probably the innovator of'
Stereo Receivers. Featuring Scott
330R Receiver, Bolivar Model 18
Speaker, Scott Single Play Table.
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Sound West Reg'ular PriCe $288
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$852.95
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Front loading Cassette Deck with
Dolby. For the person who wants
great recording quality at a Modest
Price.
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Cartridge.
20 only
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HOW TO OUTSEll THE COMPETITION?
YAMAHAAMPS.ooooeoOGOlPO 3:)% OFF. 1 ONLY
TECHNICSAMP
.. e e e e ee e e e e e 25% Of'f'30nly
.AM/FtVtCASSETTECARSTEREO
58995 2Oonly'
'RECORD ClEANERS ... ooooGO.. oooouu ... $688
BLANK CASSE1TE'TAPE 3-pak e-OOoev 00 000 0 91c
HEADPHONES.
......
0 0 0 00.000.0
.. 00 00 ~ 00 0~$880

SONY
PST 1 Direct Drive Auto-Shut off
Turntable, with ADC ('.art.
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9O-Day
Free
Financing

OAe.
Layaway

Phone 343-7793
Phone 3n-2121.
,
211N. 8th and Overland Park Plaza
We Accept"Bankamerfcard IVlsa and Master Charge.

